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IMI 4th Call for proposals:  
*IN VIVO* PREDICTIVE BIOPHARMACEUTIC TOOLS FOR ORAL DRUG DELIVERY

- This workshop will focus on the scientific aspects of the topic
- Applicants can get acquainted with the IMI Call to facilitate their work when applying
- We will present and explain the needs and expectations for this topic
- This process aims to promote transparency and fairness by providing the same information to all

Open Information Day – 17 June - Brussels
• **Objectives of the Project**  
  - All scientific objectives need to be addressed

• **Need for public-private collaborative research**

• **Structure of the Project**  
  – The given structure is flexible and allows for innovative project design proposals  
  – All the research objectives should be addressed.

• **Expected contribution of the applicants**

• **Contribution of EFPIA participants**

• **Key deliverables**  
  - The participants are expected to make key contributions on the defined deliverables in synergy with the EFPIA consortium.
• **This session is video recorded**, so please speak into the microphone, also when asking questions

• Questions on **application procedures & rules?**
  → see morning sessions, IMI website or contact IMI

• **IMI 4th Call topic webinar:** Oral drug delivery
  – Date: Tuesday, June 28, 2011
  – Time: 10:30 AM - 11:30 AM CEST
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**Partner search tool:**  
www.imi.europa.eu/content/partner-search
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